Education Programme 2020
Resources and Online Learning

Resources
Red Leap offer comprehensive Education Resources for each of our shows. These
feature professional video recordings, interviews and a detailed written
resource. Globally recognised as the highest quality, these resources
demystify the devising process with specific explorations of the company’s
approach to character, design, theatre conventions and elements - providing an
insight into how original work is created in Aotearoa.

DUST
PILGRIM
EDUCATION RESOURCE

OWLS DO CRY

A professionally filmed recording of the show
Filmed interviews with Directors, Cast, and design team
A 25-page PDF Education Resource Booklet including:
• The Red Leap Devising Process, including specific games and exercises
• Breakdown of a scene
• Set design, lighting design and costume design notes
• Themes, drama conventions, elements and techniques used
• Notes on character
Cost: $149.00 + GST

KORORĀREKA, THE BALLAD OF MAGGIE FLYNN

A professionally filmed recording of the show
Filmed interviews with Directors and Cast, and video trailers
A PDF Education Resource Booklet including:
• Notes from the playwright Paolo Rotondo
• Director’s vision by Julie Nolan
• The Red Leap Devising Process, including notes on specific games and
devising exercises
• Breakdown of a scene
• Set design and costume design notes
• Themes, drama conventions, elements and techniques used
• Notes on character
Cost: $149.00 + GST

DUST PILGRIM

A professionally filmed recording of the show
Filmed interviews with Directors, Designers and Cast
A 12-page PDF Education Resource Booklet including:
• The Dust Pilgrim devising process- Notes from the the set designer, costume
designer and sound designer
• ‘In The Studio’ conversation with actor Ella Becroft
• Director’s notes
Cost: $149.00 + GST

THE ARRIVAL

A professionally filmed recording of the show
Filmed interviews with Directors and Cast
A 21-page PDF Education Resource Booklet including:
• Shaun Tan’s ‘The Arrival’
• Making the show - Devising, development
• Cast interview
• Designing the world of The Arrival - Set, costume, lighting
Cost: $295.00 + GST (higher price point due to copyright restrictions)

PAPER SKY

A professionally filmed recording of the show
Filmed interviews with Directors and Cast
Cost: $60.00 + GST

All resources are emailed as digital files, with video material also available to stream
online for the duration of the lockdown period
Email ella@redleaptheatre.co.nz to purchase

In conversation
In tandem with our Education Resources, we are offering a series of digital
conversations with students. A 1-hour live video presentation and Q&A between
Red Leap and students on one of the below topics, recorded for future
reference and accessibility.
Cost: $100 per 1 hour session

DEVISING Q&A
•

Red Leap will hold an online conversation with you and your students,
answering questions around the process of making a particular work, or
devised theatre in general. We will explore how we devise – from landing on
an idea, to generating material, to structuring and rehearsal.

BREAKDOWN OF A SCENE
•

In conversation with you and your students, Red Leap will break down a specific scene from any of our productions. Starting with how the scene was
initially devised, and how it changed through the process of making the
show. We will discuss how specific techniques, technologies and conventions
are used to express the intention of the scene and the themes of the
production.

AN ACTORS JOURNEY
•

In conversation with an actor from one of our productions. The actor will
discuss their specific character’s journey through the show through reference to specific scenes, and their use of techniques, technologies and conventions.

USE OF TECHNOLOGY
•

The director will discuss how they used technology in collaboration with the
design team (lighting, costume, set design, object design) to convey the
themes of the show.

TEACHERS Q&A
•

An online conversation for teachers centered on devising in the classroom.
We can frame the conversation around what is most helpful to you, basing is
on one of our productions, or devising in general.

DEVISING PROVOCATIONS
•

Red Leap will write a series of detailed devising provocations based on your
chosen source material/theme or topic. These will be specifically tailored
to students needing to work in isolation and will include a provocation for
generating useful research material, and exercises for devising solo
material.
Cost: Email Ella to discuss

Email ella@redleaptheatre.co.nz to book or if you have any questions

